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Compulsory REVISION comments 
 

 
The manuscript is of potential interest to the readership of this journal, but there are major issues that 
must be addressed before the article could be published.  
 
1/ *  The literature review should be more carefully synthesised and structured. The use of sub-headings 
and signposting would help the reader to follow the argument being developed through  this section. 
2/ * There does not appear to be an explicit theoretical framework - this makes it difficult to explain the 
differences between outcomes of the research groups. Currently the manuscript appears to be 
somewhat descriptive and a theoretical. 
3/ * The results section requires far greater organisation and structuring. The analysis is too general and 
the reported results are somewhat selective. This section needs to be more carefully and systematically 
constructed.  
4/ * Further, the analysis and findings must be critical and interpretive rather than just descriptive.  
5/ * The final discussion and conclusion should make it clear how the findings contribute to new 
knowledge. 
6/* More recent bibliography is necessary. Furthermore, the reference list is a little bit weak.  
7/* The academic writing needs work. 
8/* In preparing a revised manuscript, please also include a table of how you have responded to each of 
the issues listed above point by point. 
 
 I look forward to receiving your revised manuscript in the near future. 
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